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Greek god of artemis

Artemis may refer to: Deity in ancient Greek religion and ArtemisGreek myth goddamn hunting, desert, wild animals, moon and casteLa Diana de Versailles, a Roman copy of a Greek sculpture by Leochares (Louvre Museum)AbodeMount OlympusWeaponBow, arrowsAnimalsStags, deerSymbolBow, arrow, quiver, hunting knives, Moon,
deer, cypressTreeCypress Personal informationParentsZeus and LetoSiblingsApollo, Aeacus, Angelos, Aphrodite, Ares, Atenea, Dionysus, Eileithyia, Enyo, Eris, Ersa , Hebe, Helen of Troy , Hefest, Heracles, Hermes, Minos, Pandia, Persephone, Perseus, Rhadamanthus, Thank You, the Horae, the Litae, the Muses, the
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Heracles Iris Kratos Leto Metis Momus Nemesis Nike Pan Persephone Phobos Proteus Scamander Selene Thanatos Thetis Triton Zelus ConceptsWorldview Greek Mythology Orphic Egg Underworld and Afterlife Miasma Daimon Greek Heroic Age Divine and Reality Apeiron Monism Polytheism Form of The Good Theory of Ways Mind
Anamnesis Ataraxia Apatheia Episteme Epoché Katalepsis Logos New Phronesis Soul Anima mundi Metempsychosis Henosis Plato's Ethical Soul Theory Arete Hubris Xenia Ethics reciprocity Delphic maxims Adiaphora Eudaimonia Kathekon Oikeiôsis Mysteries Eleusinian Mysteries Orphism Dionysian Mystery PracticesWorship Agalma
Dithyramb Pa Orgion Hiera Orgas Hero Cult Oracle and Pythia Sacrifices and Offerings Holokaustos Libation Votive Offering Temples of Animal Sacrifice and Sacred Sites Temple Temenos Meditation and Charity Eusebeia Meditation Euergetism Passage Rites Amfitdromia Marriage Funeral Rites Thesmophoria Dionysia Daphnephoria
Anthesteria Arrephoria Kronia Genesis Elaphebolia Pyanopsia Khalkeia Haloa Thargelia Three monthly festivals Deipnon Noumenia Agathodaemon Religious Games Panathenaia Herakleia Olympic Games Nemean Olympic Games Deemic Games Isthmian Games Hellenistic Philosophy Games Platonism Cynicism Cynicism
Pythagoreanism Peripatetic Pyrophysm Ancient Philosophers Hesiod Homer Leucippus Democritus Diogenes of Apollonia Pythagoras Hippasus Philolaus Archytas Thales by Miletus Anaximenes by Miletus Parmenides Melissus by Samos Anaxagoras Emp Anaximander Prodicus Classic Socrates Antisthenes Diogenes Aristippus
Euclides by Megara Stilpo Aristotle Aristoxenus Theophrastus Strato of Lampsacus Plato Speusippus Xenocrates Hellenistic and Roman Arcesilaus Carneades Epicurus MetrodorUs of Lamp Plutarch Pyrrho Aenesidemus Agrippa the skeptical helm of Phlius Sextus Empiricus Cicero Plotinus Julian (emperor) Zeno of Citium Aratus Aristo
of Chios Cleanthes Chrysippus Panaetius Posidonius Marcus Aurelius Epictetus Arrian Texts Argonautica Bibliothe Corpus Hermeticum Delphic maxims Dionysiaca Epic Cycle Homeric Hymns Iliad Odyssey Orphic Hymns Theogony Works and Days Other Topics Pilgrimage Sites Calendar Greek mythology Decline of Greco-Roman
polytheism Julian restoration Modern Restoration Religion portalvte Artemis (/ˈˈˈˈˈrtrtmːmːs/; Greek: Ρτεμις Artemis, Greek penthouse: [ár.te.mis]) is the Greek goddess of hunting, desert, wild animals, the Moon and caste. The goddness Diana is its Roman equivalent. Artemis is the daughter of Zeus and Leto, and the twin sister of Apollo.
She was the patron saint and protector of young girls, and was believed to bring the disease to women and relieve them of it. Artemis was worshipped as one of the leading birthing and midwife dees along with Eileithyia. Like Atenea and Hestia, Artemis preferred to remain a maiden and vowed never to marry. Artemis was one of the most
revered of ancient Greek deities, and his temple in Ephesus was one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. Artemis' symbols included a bow and arrow, a quiver and hunting knives and the deer and cypress were sacred to her. Diana, her Roman equivalent, was especially adored on the Avenge hill in Rome, near Lake Nemi in the
alban hills, and in Campania. [1] Etymology The name Artemis (noun, feminine) is of unknown or uncertain etymology,[2][3] although several sources have been proposed. R. S. P. Beekes suggested that the e/i exchange points to a pre-Greek origin. [4] Artemis was revered in Lydia as Artimus. [5] Georgios Babiniotis, while accepting that
etymology is unknown, also states that the name is already testified in Greek ceneu and is possibly of pre-Greek origin. [3] The name may possibly be related to the Greek bear árktos (from PIE *h2 ŕ̥tḱos), supported by the cult of the bear that the goddess had in Attica (Braurònia) and neolithic remains in the cave of Arkoudiotissa, as well
as the story of Callisto, which originally dealt with Artemis (Kallist arcadia epithet); [6] This cult was a survival of very ancient endemic and shamanistic rituals it was part of a larger bear worship that was further away in other Indo-European cultures (e.g. Gaulish Artio). A precursor to Artemis is believed to have been worshipped in the
Minoan Crete as the mountain and hunting desher, Britomartis. Although the connection with anatolide names has been suggested,[7][8] the first attested forms of the name Artemis are the Mymitian Greek ����, a-te-mi-to /Artemitos/ (gen.) and ����, a-ti-mi-te /Artimitei/ (dat.), written in linear B in Pylos. [4] According to J. T.
Jablonski, the name is also Frigian and could be compared to the royal denomination Artemas de Xenophon. [10] Charles Anthon argued that the primitive root of the name is probably of Perse origin of *arta, art, arte, all that means great, excellent, holy, so Artemis becomes identical with the great mother of nature, even when she was
worshipped in Ephesus. [10] Anton Goebel suggests rooting στρατ or σατ, to shake, and makes Artemis mean the dart thrower or shooter. [11] Ancient Greek writers, through popular etymology, and some modern scholars, have linked Artemis (Doric Artamis) to artamos, i.e. butcher[12][13] or, as Plato did in Cratylus, in artemḗs, i.e. safe,
unharmed, uninquented, pure, the maiden. [11] Leto mythology carried Apollo and Artemis, delighting in arrows, both charmingly like none of the heavenly gods, while uniting in love with the Ruler Aegis. — Hesiod, Theogony, lines 918-920 (written in the 7th century BC) Apollo Birth (left) and Artemis (right). Brygos (potter, signed), Painter
Briseis, Tondo of an attic red figure cup, ca. 470 BC, Louvre. Artemis (left, with a deer) and Apollo (right, holding a llyre) by Myrina, dating from about 25 BC bust of Roman marble from Artemis after Kephisodotos (Capitolini Museum), Rome. Several contradictory accounts occur in classical Greek mythology about the birth of Artemis and
Apollo, his twin brother. However, in terms of paternity, all accounts agree that she was the daughter of Zeus and Leto and that she was the twin sister of Apollo. In some sources it is born at the same time as Apollo, in others, sooner or later. [1] According to Callimachus, Hera, angry with her husband Zeus for impregnating Leto, forbade
her from giving birth on dry land or on an island, but the island of Delos disobeyed and allowed Leto to give birth there. According to the Homeric Anthem of Artemis, however, the island where she and her twin were born was Ortygia. [15] In ancient Cretan history, Leto was worshipped in Phaistos and, in Cretan mythology, Leto gave birth
to Apollo and Artemis on the islands known today as Paximadia. A scout from Servi in Aeneid iii. 72 recounts the archaic name of Ortygia Island[16] stating that Zeus Leto in a quail (ortux) in order to prevent Hera from settlining on her infidelity, and Kenneth McLeish suggested even more that in the form of quail Leto would have given
birth with as few birth pains as a mother quail suffers when she lays an egg. [17] Myths also differ from whether Artemis was born first, or Apollo. Most of the stories depict Artemis as firstborn, becoming her mother's midwife at birth to her brother Apollo. Childhood Artemis's childhood is not entirely related in any surviving myth. The Iliad
reduced the figure of the handeness to that of a girl, who, having been swept away by Hera, climbs crying on her father Zeus's lap. [18] A poem by Callimachus to the deessa that has fun in the mountains with archery imagines some lovely vignettes of a young Artemis. While sitting on her father's knee, she asks her to grant her ten
wishes: to remain always virgin to have many names to differentiate her from her brother Phoebus (Apollo) by having a bow and arrow made by the Cyclops to be the Faesporia or Light Bringer for having a short, knee-high tunic so she could hunt to have 60 daughters of Okeanos All nine years old, to be her heart to have 20 Amnisides
Nymphs as maids to see their hunting and bow dogs while resting to rule all mountains to be assigned to any city, and only to visit when she was called by birth mothers to have the ability to help women in childbirth pains. , particularly because he had helped his mother in the delivery of his twin brother Apollo. [20] All his companions
remained virgins, and Artemis closely protected his own caste. Its symbols included the golden arch and arrow, the hunting dog, the deer and the moon. Callimachus then explains how Artemis spent her childhood looking for the things she would need to be a hunter, and how she obtained her bow and arrows from Lipara Island, where
hefest and cyclopes worked. While Oceanus' daughters were initially afraid, the young Artemis bravely approached and asked for bow and arrows. Callimachus then explains how he visited Pan, god of the forest, who gave him seven female dogs and six men. He then captured six gold horn deer to pull his cart. Artemis practiced archery
first by shooting at trees and then in a wild game. [21] Relations with men as a virgin, Artemis had interested many gods and men, but only his hunting partner Orion won his heart. Orion was accidentally killed by Artemis herself or Gaia. [22] The river god Alpheus was in love with Artemis, but when he realized he could do nothing to the
heart, decided to capture it. When Artemis and his companions from Letrenoi go to Alfeus, she becomes suspicious of her motives and covers her face with mud so that she does not recognize her. In another story, Alphaeus tries to rape assistant Arethusa. Artemis punctures the girl and saves her, transforming her into a fountain at the
Artemis Alphaea temple in Letrini, where the god-god-saver and her assistant drink. Bouphagos, son of Titan Iapetus, sees Artemis and thinks about raping her. Reading his sinful thoughts, Artemis beats him up on Pholoe Mountain. In another story, Siproites is a boy who, either because he accidentally sees Artemis bathing or because
he tries to rape her, becomes a girl by the careless. Actaeon Several versions of the Actaeon myth survive, although many are fragmentary. Details vary, but at the core, they involve the great Actaeon hunter whom Artemis becomes a deer for a transgression, and who is then killed by hunting dogs. [23] Usually, dogs are theirs, but no
longer recognize their owner. Occasionally they are said to be Artemis' dogs. According to the standard modern text of the work, The Myth of Aktaion: Literary and Iconographic Studies by Lamar Ronald Lacey, the most likely version of the myth portrays Actaeon as the hunting companion of the deessa who, seeing her naked in her
sacred spring, tries to force herself into it. For this hubris, he becomes a deer and devoured by his own dogs. However, in some surviving versions, Actaeon is a stranger passing on Artemis. According to the Latin version of the story told by Roman Ovid[25] having accidentally seen Diana on Mount Cithaeron while bathing, he was
changed by her into a deer, then chased and killed by her 50 dogs. [26] Several narratives also diverge with regard to the hunter's transgression: sometimes simply by seeing the naked virgin deessa, sometimes boasting that he is a better hunter than her,[27] or even simply being a rival to Zeus for Semele's affections. Adonis The Death
of Adonis, by Giuseppe Mazzuoli, 1709. Hermitage Museum, Saint Petersburg, Russia. In some versions of Adonis' story, Artemis sent a boar to kill him as punishment for his hubristic presumption that he was a better hunter than her. In other versions, Artemis killed Adonis for revenge. In later myths, Adonis is a favorite of Aphrodite, who
was responsible for the death of Hippolytus, which had been a favorite of Artemis. Artemis therefore killed Adonis to avenge Hippo's death. In another version, Adonis was not killed by Artemis, but by Ares as punishment for being with Aphrodite. Orion Orion was a hunting companion of Artemis. In some stories, he is killed by Artemis,
while in others he is killed by a scorpion sent by Gaia. In other versions, Orion attempts to seduce Opis,[28] one of Artemis' followers, and she kills him. In a version of Aratus,[29] Orion grabs Artemis' robe and kills him in self-defense. In another version, it is Apollo who sends Deadly. According to Hyginus[30] Artemis estimated orion
(despite the delay this version seems to be a rare remnant of her as the pre-Olympic stepdest who took consorts like Eos did), but was tricked into killing him by her brother Apollo, who was protective of her sister's maiden. The Aloadae The twin sons of Poseidon and Iphidemia, Otos and Ephialtes, grew up enormously at a young age.
They were aggressive skilled hunters and could not be killed unless they were for each other. The growth of the Aloadae never stopped, and they boasted that as soon as they could reach heaven, they would kidnap Artemis and Hera and take them as wives. The gods were afraid of them, except for Artemis, who captured a fine deer (or
another version of the story, became a point) and jumped between them. The Aloadae threw their spears and mistakenly killed each other. In another version, Apollo sent the deer into the middle of the Aloadae, causing his accidental death of each other. [1] Callisto Diana i Callisto, c. 1556–1559, ofTian. The National Gallery of Scotland,
Edinburgh Callisto was the daughter of Lycaon, king of Arcadia and was also one of Artemis' hunting assistants. As Artemisa's companion, she took a caste vote. Zeus appeared disguised as Artemis; or in some stories, it is Apollo who gained his trust and took advantage of it or (according to Ovid) raped her, resulting in the conception of
Arcas. Enraged, Hera or Artemis (some accounts say both) turned Callisto into a bear. Arcas almost kills the bear, but Zeus stops it just in time and places the bear in the sky; therefore, the origin of Callisto the Bear as a constellation. Some stories say he placed both Arcas and Callisto in the sky and bears, forming the constellations of
Ursa Minor and Ursa Major. Iphigenia and the Taurian Artemis Artemis punished Agamèmnon after killing a sacred deer in a sacred forest and boasted that he was a better hunter than the goddess. As the Greek fleet prepared Aulis to leave for Troy to begin the Trojan War, Artemis calculated the winds. Seer Calchas wrongly advised
Agamèmnon that the only way to appease Artemis was to sacrifice his daughter Iphigenia. Artemis then snatched Iphigenia from the altar and replaced a deer. Several myths have been told about what happened after Artemis took it; She was either taken to Tauros and led the priests there or became Artemis's immortal companion. [31]
Niobe A Queen of Thebes and wife of Amphion, Niobe boasted of her superiority to Leto, having 14 children (Niobids), seven boys and seven girls, while Leto had only one. When Artemis and Apollo felt this impiety, Apollo killed Niobe's sons while practicing athletics, and Artemis shot his daughters, who died instantly without sound. And
Artemis used poisoned arrows to kill them, although according to some versions two of the Niobids were saved, a boy and a girl. Amphion Amphion the sight of his dead children, he committed suicide. A devastated Niobe and her remaining children were turned into stone by Artemis as they cried. The gods themselves inscribed them.
Chione Chione was a princess of Pokis. She was loved by two gods, Hermes and Apollo, and boasted that she was more beautiful than Artemis because she had made two gods fall in love with her at once. Artemis was furious and killed Chione with an arrow, or beat her stupid by shooting her tongue. However, some versions of this myth
say that Apollo and Hermes protected her from Artemis's wrath. Atalanta, Oeneus and the Artemis Meleagrids pour a libation, c. 460-450 BC. Artemis saved toddler Atalanta from dying of exposure after his father abandoned him. He sent a female bear to the baby nurse, who was then raised by the hunters. In some stories, Artemis later
sent a bear to injure Atalanta because others claimed atalanta was a top hunter. Among other adventures, Atalanta participated in the hunt for the Calydonian boar, which Artemis had sent to destroy Calydon because King Oeneus had forgotten him in the sacrifices of the harvest. In the hunt, Atalanta drew the first blood and was awarded
the wild boar hideout prize. He hung it in a sacred forest in Tegea as a dedication to Artemis. Meleager was a hero of Etolia. King Oeneus ordered him to gather heroes from all over Greece to hunt down the Calydonian boar. After Meleager's death, Artemis turns his grieving sisters, the Meleagrids, into guinean birds that Artemis favored.
Aura In Nonnus Dionysiaca,[32] Aura was the daughter of Lelantos and Periboia. She was a pristine hunter, as was Artemis and proud of her maiden. However, she claims artemis' body is too feminine and doubts the virginity of the handess. Artemis asks Nèmesi for help in avenging his dignity; he then causes Aura's rape by Dionysus,
after which Aura becomes a disorderly killer. When he had twin sons, he ate one while the other, Iacchus, was saved by Artemis. Iacchus later became an assistant to Demeter and the leader of the Eleusian mysteries. Polyphonte Polyphonte was a young woman who ran away from home in search of a free, virginal life with Artemis in the
conventional life of marriage and children favored by Aphrodite. As punishment, Aphrodite cursed her, making her have children for a bear. Their resulting descendants, Agrius and Oreius, were wild cannibals who incurred zeus hatred. Ultimately, the whole family was transformed into birds that got sick of portents for humanity. [33] The
Trojan Artemis War may have been depicted as a Trojan sympathizer because her brother Apollo was the patron saint of the city, and she herself was adored in western Anatolia in historical times. In the Iliad[34] he comes to blows with Hera when the divine allies of the Greeks and Trojans engage in conflict. Hera hits Artemis in the ears
with his own causing the arrows to fall. As Artemis flees, crying at Zeus, Leto picks up the bow and arrows. Artemis plays an important role in war. Like Leto and Apollo (who was widely worshipped in Troy), Artemis took the Trojans side. At the beginning of the Greek trip to Troy, Artemis followed the sea, stopping the journey until an
oracle arrived saying that they could win the heart of the goddaughter by sacrificing Iphigenia, Agamèmnon's daughter. Agamnon once promised the goddess that he would sacrifice the dearest to him, who was Iphigenia, but broke that promise. Other sources said he boasted of his hunting ability and provoked the wrath of the deessa.
However, Artemis saved Iphigenia because of her bravery. In some versions of the myth,[which?] Artemis made Iphigenia his assistant or turned her into Hecate, the night's deesses, witchcraft and the underworld. Aeneas was also helped by Artemis, Leto and Apollo. Apollo found him injured by Diomedes and lifted him to heaven. There,
the three deies secretly healed him in a large chamber. Worship Roman Temple of Artemis in Jerash, Jordan, built during the reign of Antoninus Pius. Main article: Brauronia Artemis, the careanest of forests and hills, was worshipped throughout ancient Greece. [35] His best-known cults were on the island of Delos (his birthplace), attica in
Brauron and Mounikhia (near Piraeus), and in Sparta. She was often depicted in paintings and statues in a forest setting, carrying a bow and arrows and accompanied by a deer. Former Spartans used to sacrifice her as one of their patron saintesses before starting a new military campaign. Atenian festivals in honor of Artemis included
Elaphebolia, Mounikhia, Kharisteria and Brauronia. The Artemis Orthia festival was observed in Sparta. Pre-pubescent Atenian girls and teenagers were sent to artemis sanctuary in Brauron to serve the Carean for a year. During this time, the girls were known as arktoi, or small bears. A myth that explains this servitude states that a bear
had formed the habit of regularly visiting the city of Brauron, and the people there fed it, so that, over time, the bear became tamed. One girl mocked the bear, and, in some versions of the myth, killed her, while, in other versions, she fixed her eyes. Whatever the case, the girl's brothers killed the bear, and Artemis became enraged. He
demanded that young girls act the bear in their sanctuary in atonement for the bear's death. [36] Artemis was worshipped as one of the main birthing and midwife-givers along with Eileithyia. The dedications of clothing to their sanctuaries after a successful birth were common in classical times. [37] Artemis could be a deity to fear for
pregnant women, since deaths during this time were contributed to it. As childbirth and pregnancy were a very common and important event, there were numerous other associated with it, many located a particular geographical area, including but not limited to Aphrodite, Hera and Hekate. [37] According to Pseudo-Apollodorus, he
assisted his mother in delivering her twin. [38] Older sources, such as Homeric Hymn in Delian Apollo (on line 115), have Eileithyia's arrival in Delos as the event that allows Leto to give birth to her children. Contradictory is Hesiod's presentation of the myth in Theogony, where he claims leto brought his children before Zeus' marriage to



Hera without any comment on any drama related to his birth. During the classical period in Athens, she was identified with Hekate. Artemis also assimilated Caryatis (Carya). Epithets See also: Category: Epithets of Artemisa Alphaea redirects here. Alphaea may refer to: Colour reconstruction of a 1st century AD statue of Artemisa found in
Pompeii, reconstructed by analyzing trace pigments - imitation of the Greek statues of the 6th century BC (part of Gods in color) Or: naked head of Augustus ΚΑΙΣΑΡ / ΘΕΟΥ ΥΙΟΣ R: Artemis Tauropolos riding bull AMΦΙΠOΛEΙΤΩΝ bronze coin struck by Augustus in Amhipolis 31 - 27 BC; Ref.: RPC 1626 As Aeginaea, she was
worshipped in Sparta; the name means either the hunt for chamois, or the fencing of the javelin (αγανέα). [39] Also in Sparta, Artemis Lygodesma was worshipped. This epithet means willow bound from the Gr. lygos (λυγός, willow) and desmos (δεσμάς, bond). The willow tree appears in various ancient Greek myths and rituals. [41] In
Athens she was worshipped under the epithet Aristo (the best). [42] Also in Athens, she was worshipped as Aristoboule, the best advisor. As Artemis Isora also known as Isoria or Issoria, in the temple of the Issorium near the Salon of the Crotani (the body of troops called Pitanatae) near Pitane, Sparta. Pausanias mentions that although
the inhabitants refer to her as Artemis Isora, she says that the surname also Lady of the Lake, although she is not really Artemis hut Britomartis of Crete [43][44][45][need appointment to verify] She was worshipped in Naupactus as Aetole; in his temple of that city there was a statue of white marble that depicted it throwing a javelin. [46]
This Artemisetolian would not have been introduced to Naupactus, formerly a site of Ozolian Locris, until it was awarded to the Etetolians by Philip II of Macedon. Strabo registers another enclosure of Etonian Artemos at the head of the Adriatic. [47] As Agora was the protector of the agora. Like Artemis Orthia (Greek: Ρθία) and was
common to the four villages that originally constituted Sparta: Limnai, where it is located, Pitana, Kynosoura and Mesoa. Like Agrotera, she was especially associated as the patron saint of hunters. In Athens Artemis was often associated with the local Aeginian carean, Aphaea. How To Potnia She was patron saint of wild animals; Homer
used this title. Like Kourotrophos, she was a youth nurse. Like Locheia, she was the birthing and midwifes. She was sometimes known as Cynthia, from her birthplace on Mount Cynthus in Delos, or Amarynthia from a festival in her honor originally held at Amarynthus in Euboea. She was sometimes identified as Phoebe, the female form
of her brother Apollo Phoebus's solar epithet. Alphaea, Alpheaea or Alpheiusa (Gr. Φλφαααα, Λλφεαία, or Λλφειοσα) was an epithet that Artemis derived from the river god Alpheius, who was said to be in love with her. [48] It was under this name that she was worshipped at Letrini in Elis,[49][50] and in Ortygia. [51] Artemis Alphaea was
associated with wearing masks, largely because of the legend that while fleeing Alpheius's advances, she and her nymphs escaped covering her face. [52] Like Artemis Anaitis, the Persean Artemisa was identified with Anahita. Like Apanchomene, she was worshipped as a hanged deesa. She was also worshipped as Artemis Tauropolos,
played as adored in Tauris, dragged by a yo yo yo yo yore of bulls, or a deesses of bull hunting. A statue of Artemis Tauropolos at his temple in Brauron in Attica was to have been brought from the Taurians by Iphigenia. Tauropolia was also an Artemis festival in Athens. There was a Tauropolion, a temple in a temenos sacred to Artemis
Tauropolos, on the northern Aegean island of Doliche (now Ikaria). There is a temple in 'Artemis Tauropolos' (as well as a smaller temple to an unknown deessa about 262 meters to the south, on the beach) located on the eastern coast of Attica, in the modern city of Artemida (Loutsa). One aspect of the Artemisa Taurià was also
worshipped as Aricina. Pausanias in the Description of Greece writes that near Pyrrhichus there was a shrine of Artemis, called Astrateias (Ancient Greek: Σστρατείας), with the image of the godsend said to have been dedicated by the Amazon. [53] He also wrote that in Pheneus there was a shrine to Artemis, which legend has it that was
founded by Odysseus when he lost his oesgües and when he crossed Greece in search of them, he found them in this place. For this the godsend was called Heurippa (Ancient Greek: Ερίππα), meaning horse trodder. [54] One of artemis' epithets was Chitone (Ancient Greek: Χιτένη). [55] Ancient writers believed that the epithet stemmed
from the chiton that the deesa was wearing as a hunter or the clothes in which babies dressed being sacred to her or from the attic village of Chitone. [56] The Syracuse had a sacred dance for the Chitone Artemis. [57] Al Miletus was a shrine to Artemis Chitone and was one of the oldest shrines in the city. [58] Artemis Sanctuary Festivals
in Brauron. she was born on the sixth day, which made her sacred to her. Artemis Festival in Brauron, where the girls, between five and 10 years old, dressed in saffron tunics and played being bears, or perform the bear to appease the goddess after sending the plague when her bear was killed. Amarysia Festival is a celebration to
worship Artemis Amarysia in Attica. In 2007, a team of Swiss and Greek archaeologists found the ruin of the Artemis Amarysia temple in Euboea, Greece. [59] Festival d'Artemis Saronia, a festival to celebrate Artemis in Trozeinos, a city in Argolis. A king named Saron built a shrine to the deessa after the deessa saved her life when she
went hunting and was swept away by a wave. He held a festival in his honor. [60] On the 16th of Metageitnio (second month of the Atenian calendar), people sacrificed Artemis and Hecate to Deme in Erchia. [61] The 6th day of the Boidromion Kharisteria Festival (third month) celebrates the victory of the Battle of Marathon, also known as
the Thanksgiving Athenaeum. [62] Day six of artemis the Deer Huntress's Elafbolia (ninth month) festival where he was offered cakes in the form of deer, made from dough, honey and sesame seeds. [63] The 6th or 16th of Mounikhion (10th month) is a celebration of her as the deessa of nature and animals. A goat was slaughtered by
her. [64] Day 6 of Thargelion (eleventh month), is the daughter's birthday, while the seventh was apollo. [65] A festival for Artemis Diktynna (of the network) was held in Hypsous. Laphria, a festival for Artemis in Patrai. The procession begins by establishing wooden logs around the altar, each of them 16 puppies long. On the altar, inside
the circle, the driest wood is placed. Just before the feast, a gentle ascent to the altar is built stacking earth on the steps of the altar. The festival begins with a splendid procession in honor of Artemis, and the maiden officiating as priestesses walks for the last time in the procession on a cart of four deer, the traditional means of transport of
Artemis (see below). However, sacrifice is not offered until the next day. In Orchomenus, a sanctuary was built for Artemis Hymnia where its festival was held each year. Modern This section is empty. You can help by adding. Retrieved January 23, 2013 Virginity Attributes An important aspect of Artemis's persona and worship was her
virginity, which may seem contradictory given her role as a childbirth-associated deess. The idea of Artemis as a virgin deess is likely to be related to her leading role as a hunter. Hunters traditionally abstained from sex before hunting as a form of ritual purity and by the belief that the smell would frighten potential prey. The old cultural
context in which worship arose she also maintained that virginity was a prerequisite to marriage, and that a married woman became subordinate to her husband. In this sense, Artemis' Artemis' it is also related to its power and independence. More than a form of asexuality, it is an attribute that points to Artemis as his own master, with
power equal to that of the male gods. It is also possible that her virginity represents a fertility concentration that can be extended among her followers, in the manner of earlier figures of the mother-worthy. However, some later Greek writers came to treat Artemis as inherently asexual and as an opposite of Aphrodite. [66] As a mother
despite her virginity, both modern scholars and former commentators have linked Artemis to the archetype of the mother lady. Artemis was traditionally linked to fertility and was asked to assist women with childbirth. Her adorers in Arcadia also traditionally associated her with Demeter and Persephone. In Asia Minor, he was often
mistaken for local mother-deese figures, such as Cybele, and Anahita in Iran. However, the archetype of the mother goddess was not highly compatible with the Greek pantheon, and although the Greeks had adopted the worship of Cybele and other goddesses of Anatolian mothers as early as the 7th century BC, it was not directly
conflated with any Greek goddess; Instead, bits and pieces of his worship and looks were absorbed in various ways by Artemis, Aphrodite, and others as eastern influence spread. [66] As lady of Ephesus main article: Temple of Artemisa The Artemisa of Ephesus, 1st century AD (Archaeological Museum of Ephesus) in Ephesus in Ionia,
Turkey, her temple became one of the Seven Wonders of the World. It was probably the best-known center of his cult except for Delos. There the Lady whom the Jionians teamed up with Artemis through the Graeca interpretio was worshipped primarily as a mother deessa, similar to the frigid daughter Cybele, in an ancient shrine where
her cult image depicted the Lady of Ephesus adorned with multiple large pearls. Excavation at the Artemision site between 1987 and 1988 identified a multitude of tear-shaped amber pearls that had been hung on the original wooden statue (xoanon), and these were likely taken to later sculpted copies. [67] In Acts of the Apostles, the
Ephesians who felt threatened by the preaching of St. Paul's Christianity jealously revolted in their defense, calling Great is Artemis of the Ephesians! [68] Of the 121 columns of its temple, only one compound, made up of fragments, still stands as a marker of the temple's location. Symbols Bow and Arrow The site of the Temple of Artemis
in Ephesus. Its final form was one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. Didrachm of Ephesus, Ionia, representing the deessa Artemis Silver greek Indo king Artemidoros (whose name means gift of Artemis), c. 85 BC, with Artemis with a drawn arc and a drawn arc Quiver on the back of the coin According to Artemis' homeric
anthem, it had golden arch and arrows, as its epithet was Khryselakatos (from the golden axis) and Iokheira (showered by arrows). Artemis' arrows could also bring sudden death and illness to girls and women. Artemis got his bow and arrow for the first time from The Kyklopes, like the one he asked his father. Artemis's bow also became
the testimony of Callisto's oath of his virginity. In later worship, the arch became the symbol of the waxing moon. [69] Chariots Artemis's cart was made of gold and was removed by four gold-horned deer (Elaphoi Khrysokeroi). The flanges of his cart were also made of gold. [70] Spears, nets and llyre Although rarely, Artemis is sometimes
portrayed with a hunting spear. Her cult of Aetolia, Artemis Aetolian, showed her with a hunting spear. The description of Artemis's spear can be found in Ovid's Metamorphosis,[on?] while Artemis with a fishing spear connected to her cult as a patroness of fishing. [71] As a deesses of dances and maiden songs, Artemis is often performed
with a llyre. [72] Deer were the only sacred animals of Artemis. Seeing a deer larger than a bull with shiny horns, he fell in love with these creatures and kept them sacred. Deer were also the first animals he captured. He captured five golden horned deer named Elaphoi Khrysokeroi and took advantage of them in his carriage. [70]
Heracles's third work, led by Eurístheus, consisted of taking the Ceryniean Hind alive. Heracles apologized to Artemis and promised to bring her back alive. Artemis forgave him, but he turned to Eurystheus for his anger. [73] The hunting dog Artemis got his pan hunting dogs in the Arcadia Forest. Pan gave Artemis two black and white
dogs, three reddish and one stained, these dogs were able to hunt even lions. Pan also gave Artemis seven bitches of the best arcadia race. However, Artemis only brought seven dogs hunting with her at any time. [74] Bear The sacrifice of a bear by Artemis began with the cult of Brauron. Every year a girl between the ages of five and 10
was sent to artemis temple in Brauron. The Byzantine writer Suidos relayed the legend to Arktos e Brauroniois. A bear was domesticated by Artemis and introduced to the village of Athens. They touched him and played with him until one day a group of girls hit the bear until he attacked them. A brother of one of the girls killed the bear, so
Artemis sent a plague in revenge. The Atenians consulted an oracle to understand how to end the plague. The oracle suggested that, in payment for the bear's blood, he should not be allowed until she had served Artemis in her temple ('she played the bear for the dity'). [75] Wild boar is one of the hunters' favorite animals, and also difficult
to In honor of Artemis's skill, they sacrificed it. Oineus and Adonis were killed by artemis boar. [76] Guinea's au Artemis felt sorry for the meleagrids as they cried for their lost brother, Meleagor, so he transformed them into Guinea Fowl to be his favorite animals. [citation needed] Buzzard hawk Hawks were the favored birds of many of the
gods, Artemis included. [citation needed] Palm and Cypress were issued to be their birthplace. Other sacred plants in Artemis include Amaranth and Asphodel. [77] In the 4th-century bronze chief art of a 4th-century deessa wearing a lunar crown, found in Issa (Vis, Croatia). The oldest depictions of Artemis in Greek archaic art portray her
as Potnia Theron (Queen of the Beasts): a winged goddess holding a deer and a lioness in her hands, or sometimes a lioness and a lion. This winged artemis remained in ex-votos such as Artemis Orthia, with a shrine near Sparta. Classical Greek art is usually portrayed as a maiden jacket, young, tall and thin, dressed in a girl's short
skirt,[78] with hunting boots, a quiver, a bow[79] and arrows. Often, it is shown in shooting posture, and is accompanied by a hunting dog or deer. When portrayed as a moon goddess, Artemis wore a long robe and sometimes a veil covered her head. Her darker side is revealed in some vase paintings, where she is shown as the death-
bearing goddest whose arrows fell young maidens and women, like Niobe's daughters. Artemis was sometimes depicted in classical art with the crown of the crescent moon, as is also found in Luna and others. On June 7, 2007, a bronze sculpture from the Roman era of Artemis and the deer was sold to Sotheby's auction house in New
York by the Albright-Knox Art Gallery for $25.5 million. Legacy In astronomy 105 Artemis, artemis (crater), Artemis Chasma, Artemis Corona and lunar program Artemis are named after the stepdies. Artemis is the acronym for Architectures de bolometres pour des Telescopes a grand champ de vue dans le domaine sub-Millimetrique au
Sol, a large bolometer camera in the range of submillimeters that was installed in 2010 in the Atacama Pathfinder Experiment (APEX), located in the Atacama Desert in northern Chile. [80] In taxonomy The taxonomic genus Artemia, which comprises the entire family Artemiidae, derives from Artemis. Artemia are aquatic crustaceans
known as brine prawns, the best-known species of which, Artemia salina, or Sea Monkeys, was first described by Carl Linnaeus in his Systema Naturae in 1758. Artemia lives in salt lakes, and although they are hardly ever found in an open sea, they appear along the Aegean coast near Ephesus, where the Temple of Artemis once stood.
In Modern Spaceflight The program is an ongoing manned spaceflight program conducted by NASA, U.S. commercial spaceflight companies, and and partners such as ESA,[81] with the aim of landing the first woman and the next man in the south lunar pole region by 2024. NASA names this program Artemis after Apollo's twin sister in
Greek mythology, the moon goddend. [82] See also the portal myth portal of ancient Greece Religious Portal Bendis Cybele Diana (mythology) Dali (deessa) Janus List of Lunar Diitats Nemesis Palermo Fragment Regarding Tauropolos: Bull (mythology) Iphigenia in Tauris Taurus (Mythology) References and sources References ^ a b c
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